HAMILTON LODGE BALL DRAWS 7,000: Men Step Out in Gorgeous Finery of Other Sex to Vie for Beauty Prizes

One Smirking Male Describes Affair as "a Veritable Glimpse of Fairyland"

1931 Winner Leads Again

The sixty-fourth annual "drag" promoted by the Hamilton Lodge, No. 210, Grand United Order of Odd Fellows, held Friday night at Rockland Palace, was, to use the exact words of one of the muscular-shouldered, beautifully-gowned creatures present, "a gorgeous, thrilling spectacle—a veritable glimpse of fairyland.

With more than 7,000 people dotted throughout the spacious ballroom, the spectators gained a unique glimpse into the world of men and women. The event was a chance for the men to display their finery and the women to show off their beauty. The atmosphere was electric, and the audience was captivated by the spectacle.

The "drag" was called "the most important event of the year" by many attendees. The men were decorated with gold and silver medals, and the women were dressed in stunning gowns and evening gowns. The event was a huge success, with more than 7,000 people in attendance.

The dress code for the men was strictly formal, with tuxedos and suits being the norm. The women were expected to wear evening gowns and formal dresses. The event was a chance for everyone to dress up and have a good time.

The night was filled with music, dancing, and_